Once upon a time, a K-Kids club made a difference in the world. They decided to raise money for UNICEF to provide clothes, food, school supplies, immunizations, toys, and blankets for children. K-Kids also raised money and had a contest to see what animal lover group could donate the most food, toys, blankets, leashes, and beds to their favorite pet. All donations went to the Whidbey Animal's Improvement Foundation (WAIFF).

UNICEF helps children have a healthy loving life. I think UNICEF is important because they have created a group of people to help these children have fun. Celebrities like Taylor Swift, Selena Gomez, Daniel Radcliffe and many others have helped promote UNICEF. I am proud to help because I enjoy knowing K-Kids can make these children happy and healthy. It makes our community stronger. These children have come from areas of
high poverty, violence, and lots of diseases. They need our help to have a better lifestyle. We can make a difference.

WAIF helps dogs and cats that are homeless get adopted. While the animals are at WAIF, they need food, bedding, and toys to live while they are waiting to be adopted. WAIF has a mission to help all companion animals find loving homes. Without WAIF these animals would be running in the streets with no food or shelter. They could get diseases or become injured. WAIF takes very good care of all the animals so that they will get adopted into loving families.

I feel good because I know helping WAIF allows dogs and cats to be adopted by people who will love and care for them.

K-Kids helps to make the community and the world a better place. The only reason I joined K-Kids was to help WAIF. Instead I made a difference in the world and our community. I loved getting donations.
and helping organize a contest it was so much fun! The more kids who join K-Kids the bigger the difference we can make! Just remember, this giving is living and sharing is caring! Thank you for making me responsible, happy, and caring!
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